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(Answer all Five Units 5 x 12 = 60 Marks)

a Dedr.rce the transfer function for Armature controlled DC servo motor with
diagram?

b Distinguish between Block diagram Reduction Technique and Signal Flow Graph?

OR
Obtain the transfer function of the system whose signal flow graph is shown below.

3 Find all the time domain specifications for a unity feedback control system whose open 12M

loop transler lunction is given bVG(S) = #fo
OR

4 a A For servo mechanisms with open loop transfer function given below what type of 6M
input signal give rise to a constant steady state error and calculate their values.

G(s)H(s):ffi
b Consider a rrnity feeclback system with a closecl loop transler functionf$ - -!!!!- 6M'-"'-"""R(s) (s2+as+b)'

Determine open loop transfer function G(s). Show that steady state error with unit ramp

input is given by +

a The open loop transf'er function of a

--IEl9-. Determine the value of
(Sr +aSZ +25+ l)
frequency of2 radlsec.

b Explain the effect of adding poles and zeros to characteristic equation on stability of the 4M
root loci.

OR
Sketch the root locus of the system whose open loop transfer function is. lzN{

G(.t)H(s):+s(s+4)(sr+4.r+20)

unity feedback system is given by 6(5) = 8M

'K' and 'a' so that the system oscillates at a
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a Band width is directly proportionalto ar. Justify.

b Draw the Bode plot for the system having the following transfer functionG(s)-ffi
OR

Obtain the transfer function of Lead Compensator, draw pole-zero plot and write the

procedure for design of Lead Compensator using Bode plot.

luNIr.vl
a State the properties of State Transition Matrix.

/0 6 -5\
5 Diagonalize the following system matrix a:{ f 0 2 )\g z 4/

OR
Obtain a state model for the system whose Transfer function is given by

Y(s) _ QSz+1.25+8)
u(s) (.r3 + 6s2 + 11s + 9)
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